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Board of directors, members,
spouses and friends, welcome to
the 49th Annual Meeting of Members (or AMM). I want to begin by
thanking our wonderful Chief of
Staff of the Army, GEN James C.
McConville, who will be joining us
live from the Pentagon, to kick off
this afternoon’s professional development activities.
GEN McConville has joined us
at three of our four previous AMMs,
and even honored us as the keynote speaker at our national-level
Warrant Officer 100th Birthday
Ball in July 2018, in Washington,
DC. Moreover, he has been a crucial champion of groundbreaking
Warrant Officer talent management initiatives, in recent years.
Sir – thank you for being such a
great leader, and friend to our association and our cohort. We are
truly humbled.
I also want to thank LTG Daniel L. Karbler for his opening remarks this morning. As the commanding general of the U.S. Army
Space and Missile Defense Command (SMDC), we can’t thank you
enough for making time in your
undoubtedly busy schedule to join
us today.
Thanks are also due to the
hardworking members of the Redstone Arsenal Silver Chapter, led
by Chapter President CW5 (Ret)
Keith Langewisch, and also to
Mid-Southern Region Director
CW3 (Ret) Bill Alcorn. Because
of COVID-19, our meeting here in
Huntville was delayed a year, but
your continued focus and hard
work has truly made it worth the
wait!
We also owe our amazing national headquarters staff a debt
of gratitude for providing crucial
administrative support to this effort. And this meeting would not
be possible without the support of
our generous AMM sponsors and
our corporate partners, without

whom we simply could not do the
important work of this association
throughout the year, nor conduct
meetings like this.
On a more somber note, I have
been thinking a lot this year and
am very concerned about the future of our association. Over the
past 12 months, our membership
has dropped from 5,211 to 4,853
– a shocking decrease of 6.9% in
just one year!
Retention is the key. We often
state that “recruiting is the responsibility of every Member,” but
retention of our existing membership is just as – if not more – important. This is my number one
association priority, and I need
every single USAWOA Member to
make it theirs.
I need your help stressing the
significance of membership with
every Member in your Chapters, as
defined by National Vice President
CW5 (Ret) Jim White. Emphasize
recruiting and retaining membership, and fostering a growing
sense of community throughout
our Regions.
I also ask you to help make enhancements to help our great association. Share innovative Chapter activities in the Newsliner’s
“Chapter News,” and get involved
with national-level efforts, such
as the Membership Enhancement
Project (MEP). Successful associations focus on continual improvement (not sitting on their laurels)
and looking forward to building on
greatness.
I want you to challenge our
Members to reach out and recruit
as many new Members as possible. We understand in today’s
world it is difficult to recruit new
members into any organization.
People want to know the benefits
of membership and “what’s in it for
me?”
A great publication to reference is our latest December edi-
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tion of the Newsliner. This quality
magazine captures all of the association’s accomplishments, initiatives, and actions. It lays out
our National Executive Director’s
interaction with The Military Coalition (TMC), and other major organizations we partner with. In addition to his work, you can see how
the national leadership engages
with senior leaders in the Army,
concerning Warrant Officer issues
and policy initiatives.
Since 1972, USAWOA has been
a driving force in the creation and
evolution of our holistic Warrant
Officer Education system (and its
institutions), legislative authorization of the W5 pay grade, targeted
increases in Warrant Officer pay,
and the advent of key senior Warrant Officer leadership positions in
the Army. Every Member of USAWOA should take justifiable pride
in this!
As such, this year’s meeting
agenda will focus heavily on professional development, and many
occupants of these crucial Warrant Officer leadership positions
are with us this week – together
with key senior leaders – to update
us (via briefings and panel discussions) on the key initiatives they
are engaged on.
Prior to the existence of this
team, USAWOA was the direct
advocate of our cohort. Today, it
is our sacred duty to support and
partner with these senior Warrant
Officer leaders, in their work to ensure our cohort remains best situated to support the mission of our
Army senior leaders, and the total
force.
Our association is also a founding, active, voting member of The
Military Coalition (TMC). In fact,
our National Executive Director –
CW4 (Ret) Jack Du Teil – is serving in his second term as TMC’s
president, and co-chairman of its
powerful Personnel Committee.
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Have you logged into the USAWOA portal lately? To do so, visit https://netforum.avectra.
com/eweb/StartPage.aspx?Site=USAWOA, click the “Log-in” link in the link bar, and enter
your primary email address (as reported to USAWOA) and password. If this is your first
time logging in, your default password will be “Password1.” While you are there, please
check your primary email address listed in you profile – particularly if it is still a “mail.
mil” address (we recommend using a civilian one…). Having trouble logging in?
Give us a call at 703-742-7727, or 1-800-5-USAWOA. A

The Newsliner is published by the U.S. Army Warrant Officers Association, a not-for-profit
service related association incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia. The Newsliner is
devoted to the professional interests of Warrant Officers of the U.S. Army. Articles appearing in
the Newsliner do not necessarily represent the opinions of the USAWOA Board of Directors or
the editor, nor are they to be interpreted as official policy of the U.S. Army or the Department
of Defense. Paid advertising appears in the Newsliner. With the exception of the membership
benefits specified, USAWOA does not endorse any specific product or supplier of services.
The editor reserves the right to decline or discontinue any advertisement without prior notice.
The USAWOA Newsliner subscription is a membership benefit and is not separately
available. Association membership is open to individuals who now hold or have ever held a
Warrant issued by the Secretary of the Army. Annual membership fee is $45.00 ($30.00 for
eligible retirees). Major Newsliner distribution is electronic and printed copies may be subject
to additional mailing costs.
Multiple-Year and Life memberships are available. For international mailing of the
Newsliner (other than APO/FPO) add $24.00 to the membership fee. Credit will be given
(when known) for all articles and photos used. Original Newsliner articles may be reproduced
providing credit is given to USAWOA. The single copy price of the Newsliner is $3.50.
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By CW4 (Ret) Jack Du Teil
National Executive Director, USAWOA
President, The Military Coalition
The 49th Annual Meeting of the Members (AMM) was conducted between
19 and 22 October 2021, at the Embassy Suites, Huntsville, AL. It was a tremendous success, due in large part to the dedication, commitment, and hard
work done by the great Members of the Redstone Arsenal Silver Chapter and
Southeastern Region Director CW3 (Ret) Bill Alcorn.
COVID-19 restrictions notwithstanding, last year’s virtually conducted 48th
AMM continued USAWOA’s recent tradition of providing the most powerful
Warrant Officer professional development (WOPD) opportunities offered all
year. This year’s meeting matched it, with a robust slate of WOPD events
conducted each day.
On Tuesday evening, 22 October 2019, National President CW5 (Ret)
Joachim Consiglio welcomed Members to the Presidents Reception – the
first social event at the meeting. A similar reception was hosted the following
evening, by the Southeastern Region (the hosting region for next year’s 50th
AMM). These provided social venues for professional networking.
Prior to official gaveling in of the 49th AMM on 20 October 2021, the Retirees and Veterans Breakfast was hosted by National Executive Director CW4
(Ret) Jack Du Teil. Midway through his second elected term as president of
The Military Coalition (TMC), he fielded questions on TMC’s legislative initiatives impacting retirees, Veterans, and military families. The following morning,
he joined CW5 (Ret) Consiglio as cohost of the Spouses Breakfast.
Day One Business
The meeting was gaveled into session at 0902 (local time) on 20 October,
by National President CW5 (Ret) Joachim Consiglio. After providing administrative updates, he introduced LTG Daniel L. Karbler, Commanding General,
U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command, who provided the welcome
address
LTG Karbler provided an overview of SMDC and its mission, and how it
is integrated with the newly established Space Force and Army Space Command. He also discussed his expectations of SMDC Warrant Officers, focusing on networking and its role in promulgating technical competence across
the Army, and talent management.
The balance of the morning was spent on briefings from USAWOA leaders.
CW5 (Ret) Consiglio, National Vice President CW5 (Ret) Jim White, and CW4
(Ret) Du Teil briefed Members on our national mission (see CW5 [Ret] Consiglio’s address in this issue; CW4 [Ret] Du Teil’s annual report will be published
in the January Newsliner).
Our Regional Directors discussed the myriad activities and community service performed throughout their various Regions, at the Chapter level. Members also received updates on the USAWOA Scholarship Foundation and the
Warrant Officer Historical Foundation.
Immediately following lunch, Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) GEN James
C. McConville joined the meeting remotely (via Microsoft [MS] Teams), kicking
off an entire afternoon of professional development.
He began by sincerely thanking Warrant Officers for their roles as both direct and informal leaders, providing invaluable coaching and guidance to superiors, peers, and subordinates alike. He then discussed the Army’s strategic
overview, focusing on:
• Army Leaders
• Army Priorities
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• Strategic Environment
• Army Transformational Change
The Army’s overriding priorities
are “People, Readiness, and Modernization.” Of these, GEN McConville
stressed people, including both Soldiers and their families, as the most
preeminent of them.
In discussing transformational
change, GEN McConville stressed
shifting focus to multi-domain operations (while retaining counterinsurgency [COIN] capabilities). Transformational change will
be accomplished not
just by purchasing new
weapons and equipment, but by focusing
on new doctrine, modernization priorities, and
21st century Army talent
management (ATM). On
ATM, he focused on the
following:

FedPoint; Peter Radvanyi, of Radvanyi
Wealth Management; and Mark Diodato, from Excelsior College.
Following introductions and opening remarks, panelists answered numerous questions.
Mr. Radvanyi
fielded those ranging from personal
financial planning and family budgeting to retirement planning, investment
strategies, and traditional insurance.
Mr. Diodato answered questions regarding continuing civilian education,
to include proper evaluation of military
experience for college credits, tuition

• Integrated personnel
and pay
systems
• Army talent
alignment processes
• Command
assessment programs
The CSA also spoke
forcefully on the importance of building cohesive teams, underscoring the importance of dealing
with issues that break trust with and
ultimately harm Soldiers, such as sexual assault and harassment, suicide,
racism, and extremism.
GEN McConville concluded his remarks by reemphasizing the principles
of “winning matters” and “people first,”
asking us all to help in implementing
what he referred to as the “golden triangle.” This involves ensuring all Soldiers are connected to their leaders,
families, and battle buddies, and that
leaders really know their Soldiers, with
the goal of building cohesive teams
(often referred to as “this is my squad”
by he and SWOA-CSA CW5 Yolondria
Dixon-Carter).
GEN McConville then graciously
spent 20 minutes answering questions
from those in attendance, relayed to
him by CW5 (Ret) Consiglio.
The next event conducted was the
49th AMM Financial Planning Panel.
Panelists included Charlie Griffin, from

assistance and scholarship programs
available to Veterans, and Excelsior tuition discounts available to USAWOA
Members.
Mr. Griffin provided valuable insights on the Federal Long Term Care
Insurance Program (FLTCP) and the
Federal Employees Dental and Vision
Insurance Program (FEDVIP), which
replaced the TRICARE Retiree Dental Program (TRDP) in January 2019.
Both plans are administered by FedPoint, on behalf of the federal Office
of Personnel Management (OPM), and
he answered many questions about
enrollment and coverage options in
both programs.
Following this panel, CW5 (Ret)
Phyllis Wilson, President of the Women In Military Service For America
(WIMSA) Memorial Foundation, addressed the Members in her capacity
as a member of the board of directors
of the Association of the U.S. Army
(AUSA). She discussed the close partnership between USAWOA and AUSA.
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All USAWOA Members now enjoy dual
membership in AUSA as well, and she
highlighted the many benefits associated therewith.
The balance of the afternoon featured informative Senior Warrant Officer leader briefings from USAR CCWO
CW5 Patrick Nelligan and CW4 Ellen
Smith, delivering a briefing on behalf
of ARNG CCWO CW5 Teresa Domeier
(who could not travel due to medical
restrictions). Both discussed important issues such as recruiting and retention, Warrant Officer education, and
the mission priorities of
their senior leaders (and
their expectations of the
role Warrant Officers
must play in these).
Day Two Business
Originally scheduled
for later that morning,
CW5 (Ret) Consiglio
kicked off Thursday’s
program by moderating
the 49th AMM Enterprise
Business Systems (EBS)
– Convergence Panel.
Joining us remotely were
EBS Convergence leaders and experts, including SES Robert Thurston, Ms. Jodi Narel,
CW5 Gregory Besaw,
Mr. Chris Lindstrom, Mr.
Bill Parker-Combes, and CW5 (Ret)
Joel Lockhart.
As highlighted in the August 2021
Newsliner, The Army’s logistics and financial management systems are approaching their planned end-of-service
life in 2027, providing a once-in-a-generation opportunity to modernize our
systems and ensure they support the
Army’s future vision. This modernization effort aligns with the 2028 Army
Vision to deter and win in large-scale
conflicts with near-peer competitors.
The Army Modernization Strategy
directs the transition to a multi-domain
force by 2035, enabled by business
systems underpinned by the EBS that
serve as the backbone of sustainment
and management operations. Panelists provided an update of the ambitious, ongoing EBS Convergence
efforts, and fielded questions from
Members in attendance.
Following the EBS Convergence
Panel, Members returned to the original meeting agenda. Following re-
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quired administrative procedures and
announcements, an inspiring day two
opening address was provided by
SWOA-CSA CW5 Yolondria Dixon Carter.
CW5 Dixon-Carter reinforced GEN
McConville’s “people first” priority, emphasizing that building cohesive teams
is critical to success in achieving other
major priorities, such as readiness, modernization, and reform. In doing so, she
highlighted the importance of devoting
“TIME” to making it a success. TIME
is her acronym for “talk, inspire, mentor
and engage.”
She emphasized the
importance of “Knowing
your squad/team, and being prepared to talk with
teammates, even if this
means having uncomfortable conversations. On
inspiring your “squad,” she
talked about getting out of
comfort zones and setting
the example by embracing hard assignments. She
also highlighted ongoing
service, and highlighted
joining USAWOA as a preeminent venue for this.
CW5 Dixon-Carter also
stressed the long-term obligation of mentoring (as
both mentor and mentee), and of either
maintaining it or passing it on. On engagement, she highlighted the importance of “presence in the moment,” and
showing genuine interest in – and providing intellectual stimulation to – “members of your squad.”
After lunch, CW5 Dixon-Carter joined
Army Talent Management Task Force
(ATMTF) SWOA CW5 Rick Knowlton,
CAC CCWO CW5 Steve Kilgore, and
Forces Command (FORSCOM) SWOA
CW5 Jonathan Yerby on the 49th AMM
Talent Management Panel. CW5 Knowlton moderated the discussion, as panelists updated Members on key Warrant
Officer specific ATMTF initiatives, as follows:
1. Merit-based promotions – the
Army would promote the top
performers based on their promotion
board order of merit list and the
remaining warrant officers would be
promoted by seniority.
2. Opt-out for first year of promotion
eligibility – option to delay a first look,

facilitating career field deepening to
better prepare for the next rank and
remain more competitive, moving
forward. (Target for fiscal year [FY]
2023.)

8. Selective continuation
management – the goal would be
keeping the right folks in key positions,
extending careers versus the current
“up or out” approach.

3. Title 10 Warrant Officer Study
– pick up where the Warrant Officer
Management Act left off, allowing
broader service secretary authority
to make additional Warrant Officer
management changes, via Army
directives (ADs).

9. Warrant Officer Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion – Operationalize the
Army People Strategy to develop
a broadly defined Warrant Officer
diversity plan (to include diverse
assignments to deepening of technical
skillsets).
Senior Warrant Officer leaders on the panel
encouraged robust interaction (questions, discussion, etc.) of Members in
attendance,
throughout
the presentation. In addition to questions on
specific ATMTF initiatives,
discussion topics ranged
from professional military
education (PME) and partnership with industry opportunities, to coaching,
mentoring, and Warrant
Officer retention.
Next, for a third year in
a row, we were honored
to receive a detailed briefing from US Army Warrant Officer Career College (USAWOCC) Commandant
COL Ross F. Nelson. He provided Members with a holistic briefing on initiatives
underway at the Career College.
After providing a succinct synopsis of
the mission, faculty, and accreditation of
the institution, he discussed the future of
Warrant Officer PME, and USAWOCCs
role in it. First he briefed the current Warrant Officer education continuum, and
then discussed the Warrant Officer PME
modernization proposed plan of action
and milestones.
These began with the Combined
Arms Center (CAC) Commanding General’s January 2020 direction to modernize Warrant Officer PME, running through
input from COEs next year, ultimately to
planned initial implementation in 2025
and full implementation in 2026.
Of note, COL Nelson also discussed
the Army’s aggressive Warrant Officer
accessions mission, and the myriad
physical constraints he has in supporting
it with sufficient WOCS student seats. To
this end, he then discussed the potential
of greater utilization of ARNG Regional

4. AD 2021-19, allowing direct
commissioning to CW2 – authorizing
Special Forces pilot program for E7s
– E9s, presuming completion of all
other requirements. (Completed –
implemented in May 2021.)
5. AD authorizing Warrant Officers
with active duty retirements to further
serve in the reserve components
– the retired Warrant Officer would
receive the higher of his or her retired
versus drill pay, during drilling periods.
(Completed – authorization in July
2021.)
6. AD establishing Aviation Branch
time-in-grade (TIG) requirement –
requires 24 months TIG, following
completion of MOS training, for
promotion to CW2. (Completed –
implemented 1 October 2021.)
7. Expansion of Warrant Officer
competitive categories for promotion
– expanding the categories beyond
just aviation and technical Warrant
Officers to multiple categories,
perhaps based on branch or CoE.
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Training Institutions (RTIs) to “negate
USAWOCC resource constraints, and
allow the Army to meet its accession
mission,” if they could “increase their
throughput.”
He then provided insights on myriad other topics, ranging from USAWOCC’s support of CAC missions, to
current updates of USAWOCC course
curricula. Finally, he spent significant
time answering a range of questions
from meeting attendees.
CW4 Court J. Marshall and CW4
Rachelle McKay provided day two’s
final presentation, updating Members
on progress implementing the Integrated Personnel and Pay System - Army
(IPPS-A). In the words of Vice Chief of
Staff of the Army GEN
Joseph M. Martin, “We
are moving out of the
industrial age into the
information age, as it
pertains to human resources [HR] management, and it allows us
to manage talent like
we never have before in
the United States Army.
This system extends
human resources capabilities to the tactical
edge.”
In a nutshell, IPPSA is designed to consolidate and streamline
the functionality of more
than 200 disparate human resources and pay
systems, and automate
current 1960s era processes driven by pen
and paper forms. Currently, Soldiers
are often not aware of where their
personnel actions are in the process.
IPPS-A will allow Soldiers to initiate
and track their HR actions through the
complete process from start to finish.
The ARNG has led the way – IPPSA is currently its online HR solution that
transitioned a 40-year-old personnel
system (SIDPERS) to a 21st century
talent management system. Implementation in the larger Army is scheduled to begin late next year. The final
release of capabilities is scheduled to
be complete, and deployed by the third
quarter of 2025.
Day Three Business
The final morning of the meeting
began with an inspiring opening ad-

dress from CW4 (Ret) Michael J. Durant, whose harrowing service during
the Battle of Mogadishu, Somalia, in
1993 – as a pilot in the 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment (the
“Nightstalkers”) – were memorialized in
the movie “Black Hawk Down.”
CW4 (Ret) Durant did not focus on
his combat experiences as a member
of the the elite Nightstalkers. Instead
(and in keeping with the theme of this
year’s meeting, “Premier Army Talent
Managers”), he focused on his journey
following retirement, as a businessman
– a journey that would ultimately lead
him to great success.
Initially, like many retired military officers, he sought employment with pri-

vate sector defense contractors. But
eventually he became frustrated with
what boiled down to corporate cultures
that not only prioritized profits over (and
at the expense of) their people, but in
his view over the good of our nation
and the Soldiers and airmen charged
with its defense.
This eventually motivated Mr. Durant
to found his own company, Pinnacle
Solutions, Inc. Employing his own values and principles, he built a small business into one that now employs more
than 600 people. Perhaps he spoke
most proudly of his recent implementation of an employee stock option plan,
giving his beloved employees ownership in the company they work for!
Members then heard a recorded
presentation from Past Presidents
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Council Chairman CW4 (Ret) Carl Burnett. Since his election as chairman, his
greatest focus has been the conceptualization of – and hundreds of hours of
work on – the current USAWOA Membership Enhancement Program (MEP).
This was the perfect lead-in for a
comprehensive briefing by MEP Project Manager (and Northeastern Region
Director) CW4 Misty Whetung, on this
truly ambitious effort. She was joined
by Web and Social Media Council Chair
CW3 Daniela Davies. When MEP is fully
implemented, it will completely revolutionize the way USAWOA conducts its
business, and optimize the USAWOA
membership experience (read the MEP
annual report on page 10).
Next, CW5 (Ret)
Phyllis Wilson briefed
the Members about all
the exciting fundraising plans she has lined
up for 2022. She predicts these will raise in
excess of $100,000 in
much needed revenue
for USAWOA. Read
her update on The 1918
Society, on page 22.
Members then received updates on future plans for the 50th
and 51st AMMs. Next
year’s host will be the
Fort Bragg Silver Chapter, and following a vote
by Members in attendance, it was determined that the Doughboy Chapter will serve
as our hosts in Atlantic
City, NJ, in 2023.
The final piece of official business
at the 49th AMM was the presentation
of annual national awards to deserving
Chapters and Regions of USAWOA.
Each year these organizations collectively raise tens of thousands of dollars – and perform thousands of hours
of volunteer service – on behalf of the
communities they support around the
world. Beginning on page 18, see all
the awards presented during the 49th
AMM.
The 49th AMM was officially adjourned at 1300, giving all in attendance
ample time to prepare for the Friday
evening festivities in the Von Braun
Center, at the 49th Annual Banquet and
Ball. See pictures from this gala event,
beginning on page 16. A
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National President’s Annual Report 2021
Continued from page 3
Our voice joins that of more than
30 other military and Veterans
service organizations, collectively
representing more than 5.5 million
current and former service members, Veterans, and their families
and survivors.
Our Members need to be informed on – and involved with
– the work we do on Capitol Hill,
with our TMC partners. Jack is
speaking later this morning, and
will provide a legislative update.
In so doing, he will announce a
major victory this year – perhaps
our biggest one since the targeted
Warrant Officer pay-compression
pay raises achieved in 2007 –
spearheaded by USAWOA, in its
mission with TMC, the Pentagon,
Congress, and the White House.
I hope all of our Members and
their families have remained well
and safe during these challenging times. Moreover, I would like
to thank you for your continual efforts in finding ways to have meetings and making your chapters relevant, during the pandemic.
To assist in this, we included
verbiage in our bylaws that allow for Chapter meetings via the
(cloud) web, video, and teleconferencing, and only requiring an email
update to national headquarters,
letting us know the date the meeting was conducted, topics discussed, and members present.
This change not only protected
our Members, but also ensured

those Chapters that qualified for
quarterly rebates would still receive them, and that the Chapter clock continued to tick for the
award of future longevity streamers. Hopefully this additional tool
will continue to be utilized moving
forward, to expand Member participation in Chapter meetings.
Get ready for a fabulous meeting this week, as we enjoy the very
best consolidated professional
development opportunities offered
to Warrant Officers this year, and
the conduct of our organization’s
business. Please also have fun at
our social events, and enjoy fellowship with your Warrant Officer
sisters and brothers!
Never forget that Don Hess left
us a wonderful legacy with our association – it is our collective responsibility to ensure its continuation. The pivotal part of this legacy
is continuing our original, overriding missions of professionalism,
representation, and recognition,
as the only organization exclusively focused on the welfare of
(and what matters to) Army Warrant Officers and their families.
Next year, we will be celebrating
our 50th anniversary, with the Fort
Bragg Silver Chapter hosting the
50th AMM.
Lastly, I want to say a few thanks.
First, thanks to my beautiful wife
Deborah, my yellow rose of Texas,
who is always there and providing me continual love and support.
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Thank you to all USAWOA leaders
– at all levels of the organization.
Thank you to our incredible national headquarters staff, Theresa
Casteel, Jeanne Burns, and Wilma
Anderson – without their commitment, dedication, and hard work,
the wheels would have fallen off a
long time ago!
Additionally, thanks again to the
Redstone Arsenal Silver Chapter
for hosting this wonderful event. A
lot of hard work went into putting
this on – we couldn’t have done
it without the hard work of many,
including (but not limited to) CW4
(Ret) Carl Burnett, CW4 Michael
Brent, CW5 Michael Dye, CW5
(Ret) Keith Langewisch, and all the
other folks from the national leadership team and the Redstone Arsenal Silver Chapter, who worked
so hard to make this meeting a
success!
Thanks for listening, and God
bless each and every one of you! A
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Membership Enhancement Project Annual Report 2021
By CW4 Misty Whetung
Project Manager, MEP
Northeastern Region Director
Good afternoon, Mr. President, Mr. Vice President,
Board of Directors, fellow Warrant Officers, and guests. I
am CW4 Misty Whetung, the Project Manager for the Membership Enhancement Project (MEP) team. The MEP team
is an all-volunteer team of driven USAWOA leaders working
together to complete this complex project. The team currently consists of eight team members:
CW4 (Ret) Carl Burnett - Program Manager, Microsoft
(MS) 365 Services and Integration Team Lead
CW4 Misty Whetung - Project Manager
CW5 (Ret) Frank Meeks - Portal Navigation Redesign
CW3 Daniela Davies - Web and Social Media
Counsel Team Lead
CW4 Robert Morgan - Professional Development
Program Team Lead
CW3 (Ret) Samuel Rodriguez - Transitioning
Personnel Program Team Lead
WO1 John Hamilton - Warrant Officer Sponsorship
Program Team Lead

cerns presented by the PPC. These focus areas are improving the member experience, improving marketing and social
media, improving association technical communications
tools, and improving administrative and management tools.
By focusing efforts in these four areas the MEP will successfully achieve these five objectives:
• Improve USAWOA membership and retention
• Improve the USAWOA branding and marketing
footprint
• Offer Members discounted information services
• Provide better communication channels throughout
USAWOA
• Improve association professional development
The MEP was approved by the USAWOA board of directors in March of 2021, with an operating budget of
$23,500 and an anticipated timeline of 24 months.
Membership Enhancement Project Phases
The MEP consists of 10 phases, one for each major
component of the project. Each of these major components
has/will have a team lead and team members to develop
the scope, schedule, resourcing, production, quality assurance, and product deliverable for their project task. The
project phases chart is illustrated below.

CW4 Brian Matthew - Warrant Officer Branch
Discussion Portal Team Lead
The MEP Team Mission
This project is an evolutionary effort of the USAWOA
to improve the quality of services offered to all USAWOA
Members. We are working diligently to modernize, streamline, and enhance the technical platform of all USAWOA
operations. We are designing and incorporating additional
services that will offer more benefits to our members.
Additionally, our team is working to convert the current
USAWOA technical platform to a more functional mobile
web application with integrated data capabilities, using
an MS 365 services package. Improving our website and
technical capabilities will improve the overall presence and
reach of the Warrant Officer Association.
USAWOA Purpose Driven Initiative
The Membership Enhancement Project was created to
address trends and concerns presented by the Past Presidents Council (PPC). The primary concern was (and still is)
the steady decline of USAWOA membership.
Another concern affecting the association is the outdated and limited technical platforms used for USAWOA operations and reports management. A lack of standardization
security and oversight of USAWOA Chapter, Regional and
National social media sites was another area of improvement noted by the PPC.
The MEP Team developed a plan to address four areas
to focus on making improvements in, to resolve the con10		
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the Membership Enhancement Team
has hit the ground running to immediately improve and prepare the USAWOA website and portal for migration
to an MS 365 platform. The Membership Enhancement Team has developed a website to allow USAWOA
members to stay continuously updated on the project’s progression. This
website can be accessed by visiting
https://mep.usawoa-ppc.org/index.
html#news.
Project Phase I is completed.
Phases, II, III, IV, and V are currently
in progress. Project Phases VI-X have
not yet begun, because they require
the MS 365 operating system and
capabilities to be in place for development. As of today, this project has
incurred no cost to USAWOA. All the
project progress has been achieved
through the efforts of USAWOA volunteer leaders.
Current Phase I & Phase V progress
CW5 (Ret) Frank Meeks completed
all the portal navigation refinements,
to allow smooth navigation and
streamlined organization of the site
required for Phase I on 10 May 2021.
CW3 Daniela Davies created the Web
and Social Medical Council as a part
of Phase I as well. Her initial efforts
were to communicate to Regional
and Chapter leaders to compile a list
of current web and social media contacts for each Chapter and Region.
CW3 Davies is currently continuing
her effort to identify current regional
and chapter web and social media
points of contact. She is also reviewing all Chapter and Region websites
and social media accounts to ensure
they are current and positively reflect
USAWOA.
Her teams will progress from Phase
I to Phase V, where they will migrate all
current USAWOA websites from the
current platform to the MS 365 platform. This step cannot be performed
until a contracted Office 365 managed
service provider is hired.
Finally, CW3 Davies and her team
will create standardized guidance for
the development and maintenance of
websites and social media sites. A major achievement of the Web and Social
Medial Council is the launch of a new
Linkedin group page for USAWOA
that is kept current, and is perfect for
communicating association news and
current events (at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13982465/).

Phase II & X Current progress
This new platform will enable the
Team leaders for the Professional
Membership Enhancement Team to
Development Project, Transition Procreate a one-stop-shop functionality
gram, Sponsorship Program and
in the membership application that will
Branch Discussion Portal are curbe accessible through mobile devices.
rently recruiting their team members,
and elaborating on the scope of their
Phase IV – Current Progress
component capabilities. These team
CW4 (Ret) Burnett has redesigned
leaders are working to determine the
the current WO1 USAWOA no-cost
requirements for each of their respecmembership application for new
tive components and are framing
members to register with USAWOA,
the design and organization of these
using an online form that is submitted
programs to offer the most benefit to
directly to USAWOA Headquarters.
USAWOA Members.
This form is accessible by a QR code,
A survey was published in the
making it mobile friendly and very
Membership Enhancement Team Upquick to access.
dates section of the September NewsUpon the completion of Phase III, all
liner magazine, to solicit feedback
membership registrations will occur in
from Members on the design of these
a similar manner, making membership
capabilities. The survey is still open.
renewal very quick and easy for our
We are still asking that Members
Members. The USAWOA membership
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49th AMM Talent Management Panel

The 49th AMM Talent Management Panel was moderated by ATM
Task Force (ATMTF) SWOA CW5 Rick Knowlton. Pictured left to right
are SWOA-CSA CW5 Yolondria Dixon-Carter, CW5 Knowlton, CAC CCWO
CW5 Steve Kilgore and Forces Command (FORSCOM) SWOA CW5
Jonathan Yerby.
The panelists updated Members on key Warrant Officer-specific
ATMTF initiatives, encouraging robust interaction (questions, discussion,
etc.) of Members in attendance, throughout the presentation. In addition
to questions on specific ATMTF initiatives, discussion topics ranged
from professional military education (PME) and partnership with industry
opportunities, to coaching, mentoring, and Warrant Officer retention.

The previous week, these panelists were joined by ARNG CCWO
CW5 Teresa Domeier and USAR CCWO CW5 Patrick Nelligan, on a senior
Warrant Officer leader panel at the annual meeting of the Association of the
United States Army (AUSA), following an opening address from FORSCOM
Commanding General GEN Michael X. Garrett.
A third of the ATMTF initiatives (detailed below, and in the “AMM
Highlights article,” earlier in this issue) have already been implemented.
A priority of Chief of Staff of the Army GEN James C. McConville, full
implementation of these changes will represent the most sweeping changes
to Warrant Officer career management in our cohort’s history, positioning us
well for the foreseeable future. A
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49TH AMM MEETING PICTURES

At the 49th Annual Meeting of the Members (AMM), USAWOA was deeply honored with the participation of key distinguished leaders as speakers. Pictured left to right,
these included Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) GEN James C. McConville; LTG Daniel L. Karbler, commanding general of U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command;
CW5 Yolondria Dixon-Carter, senior Warrant Officer advisor to the CSA; and CW4 (Ret) Michael J. Durrant (of “Black Hawk Down” fame), author of “The Night Stalkers,” and
president and CEO of Pinnacle Solutions, Inc.

More than 150 Warrant Officers, their families, and guests were in attendance of the 49th AMM.

More than a dozen senior Warrant Officer leaders were in attendance, participating in perhaps
the most important, collective professional development opportunities for Warrant Officers this
year. These included briefings by USAR CCWO CW5 Patrick Nelligan and CW4 Ellen Smith, who
delivered the ARNG update briefing on behalf of ARNG CCWO CW5 Teresa Domeier. Following her
briefing, CW4 Smith was presented the Honorable Order of the Eagle Rising award (gold-level) for
her service as the first Warrant Officer commander of Headquarters and Headquarters Company
(HHC), White House Communications Agency (WHCA), and her myriad other achievements on
behalf of the cohort and USAWOA. Pictured left to right are USAWOA President CW5 Joachim
Consiglio, Vice President CW5 (Ret) Jim White, Treasurer CW4 Louise Lingenfelser, CW4 Smith,
CW5 Nelligan, CW5 Dixon-Carter, Executive Director CW4 (Ret) Jack Du Teil, and ARNG WOSAC
Chairman CW5 Chris Rau.

Members received briefings from national and regional leaders of
the USAWOA about ongoing association business. CW5 Consiglio
and CW4 (Ret) Du Teil briefed Members on our national mission
(see CW5 [Ret] Consiglio’s address in this issue; CW4 [Ret] Du Teil’s
annual report will be published in the January Newsliner).
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49TH AMM MEETING PICTURES

For a third year in a row, we were honored to receive a detailed briefing from U.S. Army Warrant
Officer Career College (USAWOCC) Commandant COL Ross F. Nelson. He provided Members
with a holistic briefing on initiatives underway at the Career College. After providing a succinct
synopsis of the mission, faculty, and accreditation of the institution, he discussed the future of
Warrant Officer professional military education (PME), and USAWOCC’s role in it. In line with the
observations made by other briefers, he pointed to the crucial, more robust involvement of key
stakeholders in the process.

Attendees benefited from informative professional development panel discussions. Pictured, CW4
(Ret) Du Teil moderated the 49th AMM Financial Planning Panel, providing information on topics
such as personal financial planning, investments, federal retiree insurance programs, and continuing
education. From left to right, panelists included Peter Radvanyi of Radvanyi Wealth Management,
Charlie Griffin of FedPoint, and Mark Diodato from Excelsior College. Other panel discussions
included the Enterprise Business Systems Convergence Panel and the Warrant Officer Talent
Management Panel (featured on page 12).

CW4 Court J. Marshall and CW4 Rachelle McKay provided a detailed presentation, updating
Members on progress implementing the Integrated Personnel and Pay System - Army (IPPS-A).
In the words of Vice Chief of Staff of the Army GEN Joseph M. Martin, “We are moving out of
the industrial age into the information age, as it pertains to human resources management, and
it allows us to manage talent like we never have before in the United States Army. This system
extends human resources capabilities to the tactical edge.”

Members heard a recorded presentation from Past Presidents
Council Chairman CW4 (Ret) Carl Burnett. Since his election
as chairman, his greatest focus has been the conceptualization
of – and hundreds of hours of work on – the current USAWOA
Membership Enhancement Program (MEP). This was the perfect
lead-in for a comprehensive briefing by MEP Project Manager (and
Northeastern Region Director) CW4 Misty Whetung (at left) on this
truly ambitious effort. She was joined by Web and Social Media
Council Chair CW3 Daniela Davies (at right).
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49TH AMM MEETING PICTURES

CW5 (Ret) Phyllis J. Wilson, the president of the Women In Military Service For America Memorial
(WIMSA) Foundation, also serves as the primary fundraiser for USAWOA at the national level.
She briefed Members on the USAWOA 1918 Society, and a series of sorely needed fundraising
initiatives she is simultaneously working on. She also serves as a member of the board of trustees
of the Association of the United States Army (AUSA), and provided an informative briefing on the
membership agreement between USAWOA and AUSA, and all the benefits Members receive from
dual membership in AUSA.

Members also received update briefings on USAWOA’s affiliated
foundations. Pictured left and right are USAWOA Scholarship
Foundation president CW5 (Ret) Jim White, and Warrant Officer
Historical Foundation President CW5 (Ret) Al Curving.

Before the 49th AMM’s business meeting concluded, Members received updates on future plans
for the 50th and 51st AMMs. Next year’s host will be the Fort Bragg Silver Chapter, and following
a vote by Members in attendance, it was determined that the Doughboy Chapter will serve as our
hosts in Atlantic City, NJ, in 2023. Pictured discussing next year’s meeting is Fort Bragg Silver
Chapter President CW5 Nichole Rettmann.

The premier social event of the week was the 49th AMM Banquet and Ball, on Friday evening.
Members and their guests also enjoyed networking and fellowship opportunities at the Tuesday
evening President’s Reception, and the Wedneday evening Southeastern Region’s Reception.
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49TH AMM BALL PICTURES

At the conclusion of the 49th Annual Meeting of the Members, more than 150 Warrant Officers,
spouses and guests had a magnificent evening at the 49th AMM Banquet and Ball. Together
they enjoyed a great meal, awards presentation, fellowship, and dancing. Redstone Arsenal Silver
Chapter Past President (and Huntsville legend) CW4 (Ret) Max Bennett served as the master of
ceremonies.

The 49th AMM Banquet and Ball was
conducted at Huntsville’s Von Braun
Center. The evening was kicked off with
a wonderful cocktail reception, conducted
both inside the center and outside on its
patio – the perfect place to catch up with
old friends and make some new ones.

Prior to the event, National President CW5 (Ret) Joachim Consiglio posed for a
picture with CW4 (Ret) Michael Durrant, who not only addressed the Members earlier
to open Friday’s business session, but also served as the 49th AMM Banquet and
Ball keynote speaker.

Pictured at left and right, Thousand Islands Chapter President Yolanda
Peterson and Vice President Natalie Taylor posed for a picture with CW4 (Ret)
Pete Hill, who had just been recognized as the 2021 Don Hess Lifetime
Achievement Award winner.

Members of the national leadership team posed for a picture at the
conclusion of the evening. Pictured left to right are CW5 (Ret) Consiglio,
National Treasurer CW4 Louise Lingenfelser, National Executive Director CW4
(Ret) Jack Du Teil, National Vice President CW5 (Ret) Jim White, and National
Secretary Michael Dye.
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USAWOA ANNUAL AWARDS PRESENTED AT 49TH AMM
Chapter and Region Awards
AWARD

WINNER

Outstanding Region
Outstanding Chapter
Community Affairs For Donations
Community Affairs For Services To The Community
Community Affairs For Sustaining Programs
Best Officer Professional Development Program
Overall Best Region for Recruitment and Retention
Overall Best Chapter for Recruiting and Retention
Highest Recruiting Award
Best Retention Award
Best Recruiting Award
Best Web Page
USAWOA Chapter Secretary of the Year

Northeastern Region
Thousand Islands Chapter
Above the Best Silver Chapter
Thousand Islands Chapter
Thousand Islands Chapter
Hawkeye Chapter
Western Region
Marne Chapter
Hafa Adai Chapter
Painted Rock Chapter
Gem State Chapter
Aberdeen-Edgewood Silver Chapter
CW3 (Ret) Katherine Garvey-Ixtlacuac,		
Thousand Islands Chapter

CHAPTER LONGEVITY AWARDS
Lonestar Silver Chapter
45 Years
NORCAL Chapter
25 Years
Top of the World Chapter
25 Years
Gold Rush Chapter
25 Years
Derby Chapter
25 Years
Sooner Plains Chapter
25 Years
Fort Lowell-Apache Chapter
20 Years
Painted Rock Chapter
20 Years
Razorback Chapter
10 Years
Tampon Bay Chapter
10 Years
Masters Chapter
5 Years

This year, CW4 (Ret) Kenneth B. N. “Pete” Hill was presented with the 2021 Don Hess Lifetime
Achievement Award, for more than 34 years of outstanding, dedicated, extended service to the
USAWOA. Over this time, he has served as leader, holding every elective office available in the
USAWOA (and most, several times), at the Chapter, Region, and National levels. As such he has
served as a mentor to thousands.

The Albert Holcombe Memorial Award for Warrant Officer of the Year was presented to CW4 Louise
Lingenfelser (at center) for outstanding dedicated service to USAWOA. CW4 Lingenfelser serves as
USAWOA’s National Treasurer, and has executed her duties as such flawlessly. Because she is an
appointed (versus elected) national-level leader, she has been able to concurrently serve as President
of the Keystone Chapter. Under her exceptional leadership, COVID-19 challenges aside, her Chapter
managed to increase membership by more than 15%, and continue executing its robust portfolio of
programs in support of its larger community.

The winner of this year’s Virginia M. Holcombe Memorial Award for Warrant Officer Spouse of
the Year was Mrs. Katrina Steddum. Married to CW5 (Ret) Jim Steddum, she logged more than
1,000 hours of volunteer service, on behalf of the Above the Best Silver Chapter. Her efforts in
planning, organizing, and supporting Chapter events helped build camaraderie among the Warrant
Officers (and their families) in her military community, and enriched the lives of the citizens living in
the greater local community. Her selfless efforts truly reflected great credit on the United States
Army, and its Warrant Officer cohort.
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USAWOA ANNUAL AWARDS PRESENTED AT 49TH AMM

At the 49th AMM Banquet and Ball, National President CW5 (Ret) Joachim Consiglio
(pictured left) and National Vice President Jim White presented one of two 2021
President’s Awards to Awards Committee Chair CW4 (Ret) Rebecca Isaac, on behalf
of Past Presidents Council Chair CW4 (Ret) Carl Burnett, for his tremendous work in
conceptualizing and developing the ambitious and far-reaching USAWOA Membership
Enhancement Project.

The 2021 President’s Award was also presented to past Above the Best Silver Chapter
President CW5 (Ret) Randy Godfrey, on behalf of CW4 Russell Houser. Recently
promoted to CW5, Mr. Houser distinguished himself as the first Warrant Officer
Historical Foundation Fellow, creating the wonderful COHORT W series of educational
podcasts that Members have enjoyed listening to throughout 2021.

A staple mission of our great USAWOA Chapters is the outstanding service they provide
to their surrounding communities. The Thousand Islands Chapter hit the jackpot in 2021,
winning the awards for Community Affairs for Services to the Community, Community
Affairs for Sustaining Programs, and Outstanding Chapter! Pictured to the left and right of
Northeastern Region Director Misty Whetung are CW2s Yolanda Peterson and Natalie Taylor,
the Chapter’s president and vice president. They also accepted the Chapter Secretary of the
Year award on behalf of CW3 (Ret) Katherine Garvey-Ixtlacuac. Their collective leadership
undoubtedly contributed to the Outstanding Region streamer they are also posing with!

Anyone attending recent Annual Meetings of the Members will attest to the truly
amazing Warrant Officer professional development (WOPD) opportunities available to all
who attend them. Our Chapters work hard throughout the year to execute USAWOA’s
WOPD mission in their communities as well. Mid-Northern Region Director CW5
(Ret) Phil Tackett proudly accepted this year’s Best Officer Professional Development
Program streamer, on behalf of the Hawkeye Chapter, beating the Northwest Silver
Chapter, which had won this award for five straight years!

This year, Longevity Award streamers were awarded to 11 Chapters. CW5 (Ret) Candy
Martin and Mid-Southern Region Director CW2 Adam Wright accepted the 45 year
streamer earned by the Lonestar Silver Chapter.

November 2021
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Attend the 2021 Virtual Benefits Fair to chat with Federal Employees Dental and Vision (FEDVIP)
carriers, review 2022 plan details, and get the information you need to help make the right
decisions for your family—in one convenient, online location.
Register at BENEFEDS.com/education-support.
Webinars for Military Families
Visit the Uniformed Services booth within the Virtual Benefits Fair to view benefits and
retirement planning webinars specifically for military familes, such as:
Key Benefit Considerations for Retiring Uniformed Service Members and Their Families
November 17, 2021
A successful retirement and transition into a rewarding post-military career takes planning, perseverance, introspection, and
extensive networking. Join Mark Overberg, director of Army Retirement Services; Tom Albert, director of the Navy Transition
Assistance Program; Lisa Roussel, military spouse and senior account manager for the Federal Long Term Care Insurance
Program (FLTCIP); and Hunt Kerrigan, retired Army National Guard officer and FLTCIP military outreach advisor, as they review
the key considerations military families need to address to help ensure successful retirements and rewarding post-military careers.
Uniformed Service Members: Navigating Your Health Care Options in Retirement
December 10, 2021
What is TRICARE Prime, TRICARE Select, and TRICARE For Life and the benefits of each? What does the VA provide in terms
of medical care? Join a panel of benefit experts as we discuss the health care coverage options available to you postretirement, as well as eligibility for retired uniformed service members and their families to enroll in the Federal Employees
Dental and Vision Insurance Program (FEDVIP).
Maximizing Your Federal Benefits after Military Service
December 13, 2021
Are you a federal employee with military service or plan on full military retirement? Are you considering federal employment
next? Learn all the ways your military service coupled with federal civilian employment can maximize your benefits. Join James
Marshall of Federal Retirement Planning and Will Foley, BENEFEDS representative and U.S. Army Special Forces Retired, as
they discuss the retirement benefits available to you and provide tips for designing a big-picture strategy.

BEN25299

BENEFEDS is administered by Long Term Care Partners, LLC,
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with oversight
November
2021 by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management.

ANNUAL REPORT
Scholarship Foundation
Annual Report To the Members
By CW5 (Ret) Jim White
USAWOASF Chairman and CEO

Good afternoon Mr. President,
Board of Directors, fellow Warrant Officers, friends, and guests.
I am CW5 (Ret) Jim White, Chairman and CEO of the United States
Army Warrant Officers Association
Scholarship Foundation (USAWOASF). Before I render my annual report, I would like to say
thank you for all the support from
the USAWOASF board members,
including:
CW5 (Ret) Richard Scalzo
CW5 (Ret) Eddie Mallard
CW4 (Ret) Bill Buss
CW4 Alicia Fuller
The USAWOASF was incorporated and federally recognized in
2003 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, and is a separate corporate entity from the United States
Army Warrant Officers Association
(USAWOA).
This year’s scholarship selection committee met in June, at the
New Jersey National Guard Armory, Bordentown, NJ, subject to
COVID-19 restrictions. Committee
members included:
CW4 (Ret) Bill Buss
CW4 Misty Whetung
CW2 Monette Madayag
Mrs. Terry White
I would like to say thank you
to each of these dedicated professionals for taking the time out
of their busy schedules to select
this year’s recipients. This is not a
simple task, and it grows in complexity each year as the submissions become more detailed (and
numerous).
Because of the generosity of
our Members and other stalwart
benefactors USAWOASF was able
to award $1,500 scholarships to
seven of our Warrant Officer children (one of whom also received a
$500 book scholarship, named for

USAWOA founder Don Hess). Two
of these were USAWOASF scholarships, and the other five were
named awards. We are eternally
grateful to the following, for making this possible:
• The estate of CW4 (Ret) John
and Mrs. Jean Allnatt: CW4
(Ret) Allnatt passed away in
July of 2002, but his legacy –
and that of his wife – remains.
Due to a generous donation
from their combined estates
dozens of Warrant Officer
sponsored children have received
scholarships, including two per
year in their names. This will
continue in perpetuity.
• Corporate partner PenFed
Credit Union: A generous
partner of USAWOA for decades,
PenFed’s generous 2015
donation to the USAWOASF
also set up a perpetual annual
scholarship.
• The Jack B. Sacks
Foundation: Hired as national
advertising manager of the
Washington Post in the mid1930s, Jack Sacks retired as its
general advertising manager in
1967, becoming a philanthropist.
His grandson, USAWOA
Executive Director CW4 (Ret)
Jack Du
Teil proudly
serves as
vice president
of his
foundation,
which has
funded
hundreds of
scholarships
since 1968,
including two
USAWOA
scholarships
per year, in
recent years.

923A

• Our generous Chapters,
corporate sponsors, and
Members: Folks, we simply
could not do what we do without
your continued financial support.
On behalf of the foundation, I
would also like to thank Corporate
Partner Peter Radvanyi, of Radvanyi Wealth Management, for his
gratis investment advice and assistance with USAWOASF donated
funds. Between this and the continued generosity of our Members and
partners, our Warrant Officer kids
truly benefited this year.
A detailed report of who won this
year’s scholarships, their full-color
pictures, the colleges and universities that they are attending, and their
planned majors was provided in the
August edition of the Newsliner.
This information is also available on
our website, which can be accessed
by a link on the USAWOA website.
In closing, I would like to ask our
Members, Chapters, and Regions to
consider making a donation to the
United States Army Warrant Officer
Scholarship Foundation. All contributions are tax deductible and will
be greatly appreciated to help continue our sacred mission of helping
our Warrant Officer children realize
their academic goals.
Thank you and may God bless! A

923A

COINS & DESIGNS

COINS & DESIGNS
VETERAN OWNED

November 2021
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Philip D. Grant
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Phone: 1.719.360.4402
Email: 923ACOINS@GMAIL.COM
Website: WWW.923AC0INS.COM
Facebook: 923A COINS & DESIGNS
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NEW MEMBERSHIP
USAWOA Cordially Welcomes Its New Members
RANK

FIRST NAME LAST NAME

RANK

FIRST NAME LAST NAME

RANK

FIRST NAME LAST NAME

WO1
WO1
MRS.
WO1
CW3 (Ret)
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1

FRANCIS
FRANK
WILMA
CHRISTIAN
YOLANDA
KYLE
BRUCE
EDGARD
ALISSA
BRANDON
EMILY

WO1
WO1
CWO
WO1
WO1
CW4
CW4P
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1

NICKIE
ADAM
CADEN
EMMANUEL
PHILLIP
RAYMOND
MICHAEL
KORY
TRISTIAN
NATHAN
MATTIAS
DEVINE

WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
CW4
WO1
WO1
WO1
CW4
WO1

TIM
STEPHEN
KYLE
RONALD
JOHN
STEVEN
JEFFREY
NATHAN
GREGORY
MATTHEW
JAMIE

AKWOKEM
ALEMAR
ANDERSON
BOCK
BROWN
CASKEY
CLOSE
DAVILA
DUESLER
ELLIOTT
FERRIES

FRY
FULLMER
GEBAHRD
GRIFFIN
HERBST
JACKSON
JONES
KLINER
KNUTSON
MEYER
OLSSON
PFEIFER

RICE
RUSS
THORNTON
TURNER
TYLER
URIBE
UTTER
WALTER
WAXMONSKY
WELCH
WELLS

CW4 (Ret) Kenneth T. Harris
Clarksville, KY
CW4 (Ret) Michael R. Campbell
Edgewood, MD
CW5 (Ret) Thomas S. Drake
Douglasville, GA
CW4 (Ret) William J. Haberman
Ocean Grove, NJ
MW4 (Ret) Otto L. Krueger
Colorado Springs, CO
CW4 (Ret) Francis Driscoll
Mount Laurel, NJ
CW3 (Ret) Edward B. Kolosvary
Salem, OH
CW4 (Ret) William L. Twohig
Stoneham, MA
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Proud
Proudtotosupport
supportthe
the

United
UnitedStates
StatesArmy
Army
Warrant
WarrantOfficers
Officers
Association
Association
www.erc-incorporated.com
www.erc-incorporated.com
November 2021

CONTINUOUS MEMBERSHIP NOVEMBER 2021

* LIFE MEMBER		
# MULTI YEAR MEMBER
## ASSOCIATE MEMBER
XX BRANCH NOT IDENTIFIED BY MEMBER

RANK
CW4 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)
CW4 (Ret)
CW5 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)
CW4 (Ret)
CW4 (Ret)
CW5
CW3 (Ret)
CW5 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)
CW5
CW4
CW5 (Ret)
CW2 (Ret)
CW4 (Ret)
CW4
CW3 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)
CW4
CW5 (Ret)
CW3P
CW3 (Ret)
CW3 (Ret)

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

45 YEARS
WILLIAM
40 YEARS
SIUDZINSKI
DAVID
35 YEARS
STAMM
DAVID
MORRIS
JOYCE
30 YEARS
MCFARLAND
TOMMY
ROLLER
GERALD
25 YEARS
BURT
KEITH
GARCIA
PHILLIP
GREENHOE
ROBERT
KNOTT
ROBERT
LANGEWISCH
KEITH
ROBINSON
WILLIAM
WILLSON
DAVID
20 YEARS
BURGE
LOUIS
CONSIGLIO
JOACHIM
HARDIN
JAMES
MCLEOD
RODNEY
NORTHRUP
KEITH
ROBERTSON
WILLIAM
SCHEXNAYDRE LEE
HENRY
JOHN
15 YEARS
PLATT
JEFFRY
BENNETT
JEREMY
CONWAY
NICHOLAS
CURRIER
MICHAEL
CURTIS

Thank You for Your Continued Dedication and
Financial Support of USAWOA over the Years

BR

TM

CHAP#

RANK

OD

*

4499

AG		

0302

OD
SC

0507
0605

CW3
CW4
CW3 (Ret)
CW3
CW3
CW4 (Ret)

DEEL
FALLECKER
HILL
WALKER
WARD
TURNER

15 YEARS
MARY
MELISSA
CATHY
KATHRYN
RUSSELL
PETER

AG
#
AG
*
QM
*
MI		
*
OD
#
OD		

0520
0621
0319
0402
3399
0608

CW4
CW4
CW4
CW4 (Ret)
CW3
CW4 (Ret)
CW2
CW2

HIX
MULLEN
BRENT
TORRES
FARRISH
MCCRAY
ROBINSON
MULHOLLAND

10 YEARS
ANNET
CHRISTOPHER
MICHAEL
ARTURO
BOBBY
LETICIA
SHABBAR
CHRISTOPHER

EN		
QM
SC
SC
SC
SC
OD
AG

#
*
*
#
#
#
*
*

0609
0611
0611
0522
0609
0624
0401
0407

ESTERLINE
JOHNSON
DE LA PAZ
RYAN
BELISLE
GALLOWAY
MOSS
OVERTON
WRIGHT
TURNER
MCWILLIAMS
KOMNICK
HORTON
PIERRELOUIS
EVERSON
SODERBERG

5 YEARS
RICHARD
WILBERT
MICHAEL
NATASHA
JOHNNY
BRANDY
BRYON
DONALD
NAAMON
JEFFREY
MARQUITA
DANIEL
BRYANT
CHERNFANT
KRISTOFFER
ADAM

QM
#
AG
*
MI		
*
AV		
#
AV			
MI		
#
XX		
#
SC
#
SC
*
OD
*
AG
#
XX			
SC
#
OD
#
CY		
#
AV		
#

5599
0609
0103
0513
0520
0225
0601
0501
0502
0503
0519
6699
0113
0501
0605
0625

*
*

OD
*
MI			

0406
1199

SC
AG
MS
SC
AV		
SC
MI		

*
*
*
#
*
#
*

0503
0212
5599
6699
0507
0604
0308

AG
QM
QM
QM
MI		
SC
AD
OD

*
*
*
#
#
*
*
*

0514
0604
3399
0507
0605
0624
0409
0218

MI		
OD
AG
SC

#
*
*
#

0203
0317
0402
0604

CW4 (Ret)
CW3
CW3
CW3
CW4
CW4
CW2
CW4
CW4
CW4 (Ret)
CW2
CW3
CW4
CW2
CW4
CW2

LAST NAME

CW5 (Ret) Eddie Mallard
WO1 Joshua Jenkins

NEW PRESIDENT
PAST PRESIDENT

November 2021

BR

TM

New Life Members

New Chapter Presidents
LORD FAIRFAX SILVER CHAPTER

FIRST NAME

2474
2475
2476
2477
2478

CW5 Justin B. Watts
CW3 Victoria L. Elbert
CW2 (Ret) Robert E. Vaughn, II
CW3 Paul D. Rogers
CW4 (Ret) Rodney T. Mcleod
25

CHAP#

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS

USAWOA CW3 (Ret) Doris Allen
Distinguished Honor Graduate
WO1 Jeremiah H. Kirk, presented by CW4 Dowling.

USAWOA CW3 (Ret) Doris Allen
Distinguished Honor Graduate
WO1 Symon M. Bowen, presented by CW4 Castro.

26		

WOCS
Class
21-18

USAWOA CW3 (Ret) Doris Allen
Distinguished Honor Graduate
WO1 Darin S. Linder, presented by CW4 Castro.

WOCS
Class
21-20

USAWOA CW3 (Ret) Doris Allen
Distinguished Honor Graduate
WO1 James N. Fisher, presented by CW4 Castro.

WOCS
Class
21-19

WOCS
Class
21-21

November 2021

20% OFF TUITION
U.S. ARMY WARRANT OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Advance
your career
with a degree!
To schedule a 1-on-1 advising appointment,
email eschwarz@excelsior.edu or
visit excelsior.edu/usa-warrant-officers

RADVANYI WEALTH MANAGEMENT
PETER RADVANYI
Office: 703.288.5262
Private Fax: 703.251.4440
Email: Peter@Radvanyiwealth.com

www.Radvanyiwealth.com
• Comprehensive Financial Planning
• Investments & Wealth Management
• Retirement Planning
• Estate Planning
• College Planning
Call to set up your complimentary consultation today!

Proudly managing the USAWOA Life Members Portfolio
November 2021
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JOIN OUR MISSION TO SAY
“THANK YOU” THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK:
Dear USAWOA members,
As the longest-serving Commander in Afghanistan, I’ve seen first-hand the sacrifices
of our nation’s men and women in defense of our freedom. Now, I hear the stories of
those same men and women who, after returning home, find themselves in a position
they never imagined—the need for help.
For over 20 years, PenFed Foundation has been providing that help to veterans and
their families. Together, we will help put veterans back to work and help our Nation
recover from the negative impacts of the pandemic.

General John W. Nicholson, Jr., USA Retired
President, PenFed Foundation

PenFedFoundation.org/ThankYou

Learn More at PenFedFoundation.org

